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Common Flatbed Shipping Methods Used by Flatbed Trucking 

Companies 
 

 

Because reputable flatbed transportation companies offer several shipping methods, they 
have become a preferred option for almost every industry. While standard shipping, such as 
refrigerated trailers and dry vans, is an option, flatbed trucks offer a lot of versatility, which is 
essential in many circumstances. With the information provided, you can see why truck load 
shipments on a flatbed are so advantageous. 

Shipping Containers 

Flatbed trailers are ideal for transporting shipping containers. Although companies can move 
containers over a long distance, often, they take them into or out of a port or rail station. This 
method, which is known as drayage, is commonly used for intermodal transportation. With a 
unique type of flatbed, this kind of load is secured directly using twist locks on each corner of 
the containers. 

Heavy Equipment 

Moving heavy equipment is one method of shipping offered by the flatbed transportation 
carriers.  Whether used for construction, farming, or military purposes, a flatbed is the only 
viable solution. Because heavy equipment is so large, there is no way for it to fit inside of a 
closed moving truck. In fact, many types of heavy equipment are oddly shaped, creating even 
more of a challenge. 
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In addition, the process of loading and unloading is easier. Because a flatbed trailer has open 
sides and top, workers can get heavy equipment on and off using a crane, along with secured 
chains or straps. Not only does this make the work easier, it also helps reduce the risk of injury. 

Materials for Construction 

Moving materials used in the construction industry is another method offered by the best 
flatbed trucking companies. As with heavy equipment, these materials are often heavy, large, 
and cumbersome, which makes managing them difficult. With a flatbed trailer, workers can 
load from the sides and the top. 

Two additional challenges of moving construction materials in a closed truck are the quantity 
and length. With a flatbed, workers can stack things used in construction, including lumber, 
bags of cement, iron beams, and more, and overhanging material is not a problem. As extra 
protection, many companies cover construction materials with a tarp. 

Relying on a Reputable Shipping Company 

For the best flatbed trucking, it is important that you use a trusted source. MGA International 
Logistics offers years of experience and unparalleled expertise in all shipping methods. For 
information about all of our transportation and logistics services, please visit our website or 
call us today. 
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